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Specification: MIFAB® Series MC-10-CO water closet carrier cleanout assembly includes: one bottom cast iron quarter bend 
fitting, one top cast iron fitting with integral 4” brass threaded cleanout plug with blind tapped hole and 6” round stainless steel 
plate and screw, two pieces of the MI-QXHUB-4 Quick Hub heavy duty no hub couplings tested and certified to ASTM C1540 
Standard and one all threaded support bracket.

Function: Save time and money by installing the MIFAB® MC-10-CO water closet carrier cleanout assembly. This eliminates the 
need to source and assemble several additional parts. Five no hub couplings are reduced to two. The 4” threaded brass cleanout 
plug is built into the top fitting instead of having to order a separate part. The stainless steel wall plate is included with screw. 
The MC-10-CO ships complete in a box with the following components: 1) 2 pieces of the MI-QXHUB-4 Quick Hub couplings,  
1 quarter bend fitting for the bottom, 1 top fitting with integral 4" brass threaded cleanout plug, 1 support bracket for assembly 
and one 6" round stainless steel wall plate with screw to assemble onto the finished wall.

CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING. This product contains chemicals known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm.
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